
Successful  
structuring of  
succession in  
family businesses.
Transparent. Structured. Objective. 



How we work

We combine the specific entrepreneurial requirements with the emo-
tional needs and perspectives of all those involved. When it comes 
to management succession, the focus is on the triad of being able 
(competence), wanting (voluntariness) and being allowed (letting 
go). Every company is unique.  The diversity of succession models cor-
responds to the diversity of family businesses. We work with you to 
find the best succession model for your company and the people in it.  

• System analysis: family and company 

• Clarification of the objectives of all parties involved

• Development of succession strategy: management - capital - development 
plan successor - business model - binding milestones - retirement assets - 
law & taxes

• Derivation and monitoring of measures for implementation

• Final handover



Goals and conflicting goals of company succession

COMPANY  
SUCCESSION

Equal treatment  
of all family members

Minimisation of  
tax burden and legal risks

Corporate Responsibility

No willingness to changeMeasuring the value of past performance 
vs. future opportunities

No consideration of the risk-reward ratio: 
guarantees, liability risks, aggressive tax avoidance

No consideration of the economic risk  
of the individual asset components

Economic security  
for the transferor



The success criteria

In the past, the complexity of succession processes was massively un-
derestimated. Out of 100 start-ups, 30 survive the first, 13 the second 
and 3 the third generation change. 84% of successions fail because the 
handing over generation cannot let go. Statistically, businesses have an 
increased risk of insolvency for up to 6 years after passing to the next 
generation. To minimise these risks, the following applies:

1. Start early enough: The professional process of generational change is no  
less complex than the personal and family process and should be initiated and 
structured as early as possible. Always with very clear, binding milestones and - 
as far as possible - of course also with the early naming of potential successors.

2. Make people aware of paradoxes: The principle of equal treatment within the 
family contradicts the principle of business success. The principle of independence 
of family businesses limits the growth of the business by external investors or 
creditors.

3. Create a breeding ground for appreciation and gratitude: An appreciation  
of what has been archieved by the prodecessor is a good mindset for the  
company‘s successor.

4. Exploit opportunities for objectification: Use outside consultants to  
objectify an emotional process. Not so much because you couldn“t do it  
yourself, but because objectifying emotional problems can be very helpful. 



Our added value for you

We know the practice. We ourselves have been involved in succession 
in the management and shareholders of family businesses. We know 
the challenges and sensitivities both as those affected and in our role 
as consultants. At the same time, we are professionals in the field of 
personal development.   

• We effectively introduce the successors to their future tasks and responsi-
bilities. 

• We objectify an emotional process and thus increase the sustainable 
success. 

• We promote openness and transparency, ensuring stability in the family 
and in the company throughout the process.

• The process also gives employees orientation and security. Long-term 
working relationships are successfully continued beyond the change. 



www.culture-in-company.rocks

CULTURE IN COMPANY ROCKS
Book us now: +49 8141 4046375

By email: info@culture-in-company.rocks

Please also visit our website!


